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Application Note #1449 
 

Using Auxiliary Encoders as General Use Digital Inputs 
 
 
For applications that do not use auxiliary encoders, but need some extra digital inputs, it 
is easy to use the auxiliary encoder channels to achieve this.  The inputs can be connected 
as single ended or differential (if connected as single ended, the negative inputs should be 
left floating).  The table below shows how the inputs are mapped, and the logic levels 
follow the same format as the standard TTL digital inputs.  For example, when nothing is 
connected the input is pulled up to 5VDC internally, so when querying the input 
(ie:MG@IN[81]) it will return a 1 specifying the input is ON.  Grounding the input will 
turn the input off, and thus the same command will return a 0.     
 
The auxiliary encoder inputs are accessed as inputs 81-96 as shown here: 
 
LABEL DESCRIPTION INPUT 

NUMBER 
+AAX  X Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 81 
+ABX X Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 82 
+AAY  Y Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 83 
+ABY Y Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 84 
+AAZ  Z Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 85 
+ABZ Z Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 86 
+AAW  W Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 87 
+ABW W Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 88 
+AAE  E Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 89 
+ABE  E Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 90 
+AAF  F Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 91 
+ABF  F Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 92 
+AAG  G Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 93 
+ABG G Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 94 
+AAH  H Axis Auxiliary +Input for A channel 95 
+ABH  H Axis Auxiliary +Input for B channel 96 
 
The TI command can also be used to access these inputs where, TI 10 accesses inputs 81-
88 and TI 11 access inputs 89-96 
 
 


